BULK & SAUSAGE GUNS

20oz SAUSAGE

- **Professional Cordless**
  - **DL-45-T14E:** 20oz Cordless Sausage or Bulk Gun 18 Volt
- **Professional Manual**
  - **DL-45-T14:** 20oz Special Deluxe Manual Sausage or Bulk Gun
- **B-Line**
  - **B12S20:** 20oz B-Line Manual Sausage Gun with 12:1 Drive

20oz BULK

- **Professional Cordless**
  - **DL-45-T13E:** 20oz Cordless Bulk Gun 18 Volt
- **Professional Manual**
  - **DL-45-T13:** 20oz Special Deluxe Manual Bulk Gun
- **B-Line**
  - **B12B20:** 20oz B-Line Manual Bulk Gun with 12:1 Drive

30oz BULK

- **Professional Cordless**
  - **DL-59-T13E:** 30oz Cordless Bulk Gun 18 Volt
- **Professional Manual**
  - **DL-59-T13:** 30oz Special Deluxe Manual Bulk Gun
- **B-Line**
  - **B12B30:** 30oz B-Line Manual Bulk Gun with 12:1 Drive

CARTRIDGE GUNS

1/10 GALLON STANDARD CARTRIDGE

- **Professional Cordless**
  - **846-1E:** 1/10 Gallon Cordless Cartridge Gun with Swivel Carriage 18 Volt
- **B-Line**
  - **B12:** 1/10 Gallon B-Line Manual Cartridge Gun with 12:1 Drive
  - **B26:** 1/10 Gallon B-Line Manual Cartridge Gun with 26:1 Drive
  - **B1:** 1/10 Gallon B-Line Manual Skeleton Cartridge Gun with 7:1 Drive
- **QUART CARTRIDGE**
  - **B12Q:** Quart B-Line Manual Cartridge Gun with 12:1 Drive
  - **B26Q:** Quart B-Line Manual Cartridge Gun with 26:1 Drive
- **Viper**
  - **H10Q:** Quart Viper Line Manual Skeleton Cartridge Gun
**Ladder Hook Pulls, Barrel Brush**

**ALUMINUM**

- Best for Bulk
- (p/n 310-1) 310-1 BARREL CLEANING BRUSH

**3/8" ID**

- 3 lengths/ threaded base
- (p/n 232-112), 12" long;
- (p/n 32-113), 18" long;
- (p/n 32-114), 24" long

- Use with 426-G01 cap on Professional Line Guns
- Use with 966-2 adapter on B-Line Guns

**1/2" ID**

- 3 lengths/flared base
- (p/n 232-116), 12" long;
- (p/n 32-117), 18" long;
- (p/n 32-118), 24" long

- Use with 970-G01 adapter on Professional Line Guns
- Use with 970-G02 adapter on B-Line Guns

**Bendable Firestop Nozzles**

- Bend and cut to reach any joint or penetration

**B-Line Cone Nozzles, Front Cap, Adapters**

- Use with B12S20, etc.

**Rigid Firestop Nozzles**

**1/2" ID**

- Extension Nozzles with 45 degree bent tip for hard to reach areas
- (p/n 32-109), 8" long;
- (p/n 32-106), 12" long;
- (p/n 32-107), 18" long

**Metal Nozzle Extenders**

**1/2" ID**

- Add length to your existing metal nozzle
- (p/n 248-G03), 3" long;
- (p/n 248-G06), 6" long;
- (p/n 248-G12), 12" long;
- (p/n 248-G18), 18" long

**Bulk Loading Accessories**

**FOLLOW PLATES**

- Reduce the mess
- Cleaner loading, less waste
- (p/n 504-G07), 5 gallon pail;
- (p/n 504-G01), 2 gallon pail

**LOADING SLEEVE**

- Keeps barrel clean
- For 2" diameter barrels

**BUCKET SCRAPERS**

- Stainless steel construction
- 3 sizes

**Joint Tools**

**258 CLASSIC SERIES SPATULAS**

- Hardwood handle
- Stainless steel blade
- 9 sizes— tip widths from 3/8" to 11/2"

**958 STREAMLINE SERIES SPATULA SET**

- Stainless steel blade
- 7 piece set— tip widths from 3/8" to 11/2"

---

**Albion Engineering Co.**

1250 N. Church Street
Moorestown, NJ 08057-1102
856-235-6688  FAX: 856-235-9460
www.albioneng.com